
 How to Avoid Degrading Media Influences  

� Does it help you to have good thoughts and make righteous      

choices? 

� Does it allow you to enjoy yourself without chasing away the 

Spirit? 

� Stay away from offensive material wherever it is! 

� Do not participate in entertainment that in any way presents 

immorality or violent behavior as acceptable. 

� If you encounter pornography, turn away from it immediately! 

� Have the courage to walk out of a movie or video party, turn off a 

computer or TV, change a radio station, or put down a magazine. 

� Let your friends and family know that you are committed to 

keeping God’s standards. You have the gift of the Holy Ghost, 

which will give you strength and help you make good choices. 
 

For the Strength of Youth, Entertainment and the Media, 17 
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